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Abstract

We investigate the effect of credit information sharing on

cost of debt, with particular focus on the introduction of

credit bureaus in developing countries. Using a large dataset

of firms from28developing countries over the period 2004–

2019, we find that firms’ average cost of debt significantly

declines following the introduction of credit bureaus. This

finding is robust to an alternative measure of cost of debt,

several firm- and country-level controls and to firm- and

year-fixed effects. The reduction in cost of debt is more pro-

nounced for less transparent firms and for firms domiciled in

countries with weak institutional framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the past two decades, motivated by the need to improve the availability of credit, several countries have imple-

mented credit information-sharing schemes. Between 2004 and 2018, more than 75 developing countries instituted

credit information-sharing schemes, and this arguably (partly) explains the burgeoning research on the economic con-

sequences of credit information-sharing schemes (Ayyagari et al., 2021; De Haas et al., 2021;Martinez-Peria & Singh,

2014). For instance, Ayyagari et al. (2021) investigate the effect of credit information sharing on job growth in devel-

oping countries, while De Haas et al. (2021) study how information sharing affects the microcredit market in Bosnia

and Herzegovina. We contribute to this strand of literature by examining the impact of credit information sharing on
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2 FOSU ET AL.

corporate cost of debt in developing countries,with a particular focus on the introduction of credit bureaus.1 We further

investigate themoderating role of national institutional quality and firm opacity (i.e., lack of transparency). Due to the

institutional voids that characterize most developing countries such as weak legal structures and contract enforce-

ment mechanisms (Agyei-Boapeah &Machokoto, 2018; Rajan & Zingales, 1998; Tunyi et al., 2019), borrowers in such

countries face a higher cost of credit andmay, therefore, benefit from credit information-sharing schemes.

In theory, by sharing credit information about borrowers, lenders can expect to mitigate several lending problems

including adverse selection, borrower hold-up, and agency costs which results in lower default rates in credit markets

(e.g., Klein, 1992; Padilla & Pagano, 2000; Pagano & Jappelli, 1993; Vercammen, 1995). Credit information sharing

gives banks easy access to information about the credit worthiness of new and potential borrowers to make safe

lending decisions and to effectively monitor borrower behavior. Existing evidence, rarely based on developing coun-

tries, supports this viewbydocumenting that countrieswith functional credit information-sharing schemesexperience

improved access to credit and reduced default rates (e.g., Brown et al., 2009; Fosu, 2014; Fosu et al., 2020a; Houston

et al., 2010).

Other studies extend this literature by exploring the relationship between credit information sharing on the one

hand and credit constraints (e.g., Brown et al., 2009; Love & Mylenko, 2003; Martinez-Peria & Singh, 2014) or credit

intermediation cost (Fosu et al., 2020b) on the other hand. Despite the incremental contributions made by prior stud-

ies to this burgeoning literature, they have often focused on either bank-level outcomes or firms’ perceived credit

constraints. Thus far, there has been limited focus on firm-level observable outcomes.We seek to add to the literature

by linking credit information sharing to the firm’s actual cost of debt, measured at both real and nominal rates.

Linking credit information directly to the firm’s actual cost of debt is important for at least two reasons. First, most

firms in developing countries depend on bank loans (Gwatidzo &Ojah, 2014), so the cost of debt can be a critical con-

straint that affects firm growth and economic growth. Therefore, both managers and policymakers tend to be keenly

interested in the drivers of the corporate cost of debt which makes the relationship between information sharing and

cost of debt a policy-relevant issue. Second, the firm’s actual cost of debt can easily be analyzed to permit a more

robust and objective analysis that is devoid of the subjective perceptions of firms’ constraints in Brown et al. (2009)

and Martinez-Peria and Singh’s (2014) survey measures. Besides directly linking information sharing to firms’ cost of

debt, we also draw from the institutional and information asymmetry theoretical perspectives to contend that our

primary hypothesis could bemoderated by country-level institutional quality and firm-level transparency.

Our work relates to but also differs from the work of Martinez-Peria and Singh (2014). First, the authors of the

prior study examine how credit information-sharing systems impact firms’ access to finance and cover the interest

rates of firms’ most recent loans in their analysis. Therefore, their analysis considers the interest rates on specific

loans taken by firms and fails to capture the average cost of debt for firms that access multiple loans over a period

from the same or different financiers. We overcome this limitation by examining the average cost of debt of firms,2

defined to include loans from all sources (banks as well as private and public lenders) that the firm has accessed. Next,

we cover a more recent sample period, 2004–2019 (compared to 2002–2013 in the prior study), which enables us to

capture the impact of information-sharing schemes introduced after 2009. Thus, our analysis includes recent schemes

introduced in countries such asGhana, Indonesia, Jamaica, Jordan,Malawi, Nigeria, andVietnam. Further, our reliance

on accounting data published in the annual accounts (vis-a-vis survey data) provides us with a larger panel dataset

for robust statistical analysis. For instance, due to the survey data limitation, Martinez-Peria and Singh (2014) could

not control for firm-fixed effects for most of their firms, which heightens omitted variable concerns in their empir-

ical analysis. Our panel dataset helps us to mitigate such econometric concerns. Last, we extend the prior study by

1 We focus on credit bureaus instead of credit registries for these reasons: (1) credit bureaus are run by private sector firms that tend to be more efficient

in developing countries than public sector-run organizations such as credit registries; (2) credit registries focus more on regulatory and supervisory matters

rather than directly facilitate the exchange of credit information and provision of credit scores for lending purposes (Jappelli & Pagano, 2002); (3) very few

countries in our sample introduced credit registries during our sample period.Nonetheless,weuse credit registry as an alternative proxyof credit information

sharing in the final paragraph of Section 4.5.1.

2 Chui et al. (2016) cite several advantages that cost of debt has over interest rate in estimating firms’ financing ability. For example, it helps to capture the

firm’s dealings with both public and private debtholders, hence, better reflecting the firm’s total cost of debt.
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FOSU ET AL. 3

investigating how the relationship between information-sharing systems and corporate cost of debt might vary with

(1) country-level institutional quality; and (2) firm-level information asymmetry. Overall, we provide a more focused,

richer, and statistically robust analysis of the relationship between information-sharing schemes and corporate cost

of debt.

Examining the relationship between information-sharing schemes and corporate cost of debt is complicated, not

least because of endogeneity concerns. For example, there are potentially many factors that could affect both credit

information sharing and firms’ cost of debt. We mitigate this identification concern by employing the introduction of

a credit bureau as an exogenous shock to the credit market. We follow an approach similar to Ayyagari et al. (2021)

and Martinez-Peria and Singh (2014) by utilizing a difference-in-difference (DID) technique to estimate the impact

of credit bureau introduction on the corporate cost of debt, by comparing countries that introduced credit bureaus,

and those which did not, and the years pre- and post-introduction. We focus on credit bureaus because these are

private commercial institutions that facilitate the exchange of credit information and provide associated services

such as credit scores for lending purposes (Jappelli & Pagano, 2002). On the other hand, credit registries are publicly

owned institutions and usually focus on regulatory and supervision requirements and typically cover loans above a

specified threshold, which may limit the number of borrowers covered (Jappelli & Pagano, 2002). This focus is also

motivated by empirical findings that suggest the introduction of credit registries has no significant effect on firm

financing (Martinez-Peria & Singh, 2014).

Using the DID approach and a large dataset of over 7200 firms from 28 developing countries over the 2004–2019

period,we find a significant reduction in firms’ cost of debt by an averageof 3.2% to3.8%points following the introduc-

tion of credit information-sharing systems (specifically, credit bureaus). This result is robust to a battery of robustness

tests, including controlling for the firm-, industry-, country-, and year-fixed effects and using alternative measures of

the cost of debt. Further, we find that the introduction of a credit bureau has an asymmetric effect on firms located

in countries that differ in terms of institutional quality. Specifically, introducing a credit bureau appears to be associ-

ated with a greater reduction in the cost of debt for firms that operate in countries with poorer institutional quality

(i.e., low rule of law, high corruption, and poor regulatory quality). Our results imply that effective credit information-

sharing schemes could, to some extent, substitute for the roles played by developed governance institutions. In other

words, where national institutions are weak and underdeveloped, credit information-sharing schemes can deliver the

greatest benefits to firms by way of significantly reducing their cost of debt. Finally, our analyses reveal that (1) less

transparent firms tend to enjoy greater reductions in their cost of capital following credit bureau introductions, and

(2) introducing credit bureaus tend to significantly increase firms’ debt maturity.

We make the following contributions to the literature. First, we are one of the early studies to provide evidence

of a direct and robust link between the introduction of a credit bureau and firms’ actual cost of debt for develop-

ing countries. Thus, our paper is aligned with the work of Brown et al. (2009), Martinez-Peria and Singh (2014), and

Fosu et al. (2020b) who show that credit information sharing alleviates credit constraints. Based on survey data col-

lected from firms in transition countries, Brown et al. (2009) investigate the effect of credit information sharing on

how firms perceive the cost of credit to be a major business obstacle. We add to Brown et al.’s (2009) work by exam-

ining how credit information sharing impacts a firm’s actual (observable) cost of debt measured from information

contained in the firm’s financial statements. Another related study is Fosu et al. (2020b), which examines the rela-

tionship between credit information sharing and banks’ credit intermediation cost (i.e., the bank’s loan spread). While

Fosu et al. (2020b) consider the issue from the lender bank’s perspective, we take the perspective of the borrower firm

by focusing on corporate cost of debt. Overall, our empiricalmeasure of cost of debt gives us the ability to explore how

credit information-sharing schemes directly impact a specific attribute of the borrower firm—the cost of debt—acrucial

variable for managerial decisions.

An additional contribution thatwemake to the literature is the new insightswe offer by showing how country-level

institutional quality (and its dimensions such as control of corruption, rule of law, regulatory quality, etc.) shape the

relationship between credit information sharing and cost of debt. This aspect of our study has the potential to guide

national policy formulation and evaluation. Further, our paper adds to the work of Francis et al. (2005) who examine

the relationship between information asymmetry and risk pricing. The authors find that information uncertainty as
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4 FOSU ET AL.

measured by accounting information quality is related to firms’ cost of debt. Our finding corroborates their results

by suggesting that improving the credit information environment at the macro-level through information-sharing

schemes helps to reduce the cost of debt for firms. Finally, our paper covers a larger sample of firms from 28 develop-

ing countries, a context that is not only under-researched but has firms that are faced with exorbitant costs of credit,

resulting in acute financing constraints. Thus, our study offers guidance to policymakers in developing countries with

responsibility for managing credit constraints and the information environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a review of relevant literature and proceeds to

develop the hypotheses. Section 3 describes the data and empirical methods. We present and discuss the empirical

results in Section 4, and Section 5 presents our conclusions.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Information sharing and cost of debt: Theory and core hypothesis

A bank’s role as a lender and delegated monitor poses some challenges. In discharging their roles, banks determine

which borrowers are “safe” to lend to and which borrowers pose a risk. Additionally, they decide the level of monitor-

ing required after a loan is extended to a borrower. The borrowers must prove their creditworthiness or face a higher

borrowing cost. In fact, these challenges are exacerbated by information asymmetry in credit markets which encour-

ages moral hazards and adverse selection (e.g., Jensen & Meckling, 1976; Myers, 1977). Against this backdrop, the

theoretical implication is that any improvement in the information environment such as a credit information exchange

between banks will help to improve lending decisions by mitigating information asymmetry and moral hazard prob-

lems. Given lower levels of information asymmetry and moral hazard problems in the credit market, borrower firms

could enjoy a lower cost of debt.

Existing theoretical perspectives suggest threemajor channels throughwhich lower cost of debt could occur when

banks share credit information. First, credit information sharing is hypothesized to reduce adverse selection prob-

lems and to help banks engage in “safe” lending (Pagano & Jappelli, 1993). According to this view, lending banks tend

to only have relevant information about the pool of their local borrowers, which makes it difficult for them to safely

lend to non-local borrowers. Consequently, the banks may decline to lend to non-local applicants or lend to them at a

higher interest rate. However, charging a higher cost of credit ends up pricing out safe borrowers from themarket (e.g.,

Stiglitz &Weiss, 1981). Pagano and Jappelli (1993) posit that credit information sharing can help banks obtain access

to the credit history of non-local borrowers to make sound lending decisions. Accordingly, this perspective predicts

that under credit information-sharing regimes, there would be more benefits to borrowers with good credit history,

while borrowers with poor credit history will enjoy little or no benefits.

Second, credit information sharing implicitly constitutes an effective monitoring mechanism which reduces moral

hazards and increases borrower effort to repay loans (Klein, 1992; Padilla & Pagano, 2000; Vercammen, 1995). Typ-

ically, borrowers, after securing credit, engage in riskier activities due to the challenges associated with delegated

monitoring in high information asymmetry environments. Credit information sharing improves the information envi-

ronment and enables borrower behavior to be observed by several banks, thus encouraging borrower repayment

efforts. This is because borrowerswould notwant to be classified as “poor borrowers” and suffer reputational damage.

In the end, good borrower behavior should reflect in a lower cost of credit for borrowers.

Finally, and related to the earlier channels, credit information sharing reduces opportunistic borrowing in multiple

bank relationships. When credit information is not shared, borrowers have incentives to over-borrow from multiple

banks as their overall level of indebtedness and their true credit risk cannot be accurately determined (Bennardo et al.,

2015). This situation leads to credit rationing and higher costs of lending. However, credit information sharing has the

potential to reduce this agency problem and reduce the cost of debt.

Overall, the theoretical channels and the related empirical evidence suggest that credit information sharing

improves lending decisions, reduces loan default, and expands access to credit. To the extent that the cost of debt
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FOSU ET AL. 5

is a good gauge of a firm’s access to credit, we expect credit information sharing to significantly reduce a firm’s cost of

debt. Hence, we hypothesize as follows:

Hypothesis 1: Credit information sharing reduces the cost of debt for firms.

2.2 Information sharing and cost of debt: Potential heterogenous effects

Our primary hypothesis of credit information sharing leading to reduced cost of debt may be an oversimplification.

Institutional quality (e.g., rule of law, corruption, regulation, etc.) could be a crucial moderator as it determines the

monitoring efforts required by banks and the lender confidence in applicable rules and regulations (e.g., Demirgüç-

Kunt & Maksimovic, 1998; Kroszner et al., 2007; Porta et al., 2002; Qian & Strahan, 2007; Raddatz, 2006; Rajan &

Zingales, 1998). Thus, the institutional quality could impact the severity of the levels of a firm’s financial constraints.

We extend the literature to incorporate possible heterogeneity from institutional quality on our primary hypothesis.

It is plausible for the benefit of credit information sharing to be limited in countries with better governance insti-

tutions. This is because stronger institutions mitigate agency problems, and improve firm valuation (e.g., Shleifer &

Vishny, 1997; La Porta et al., 2002), which leads to better access to finance (seeDriss et al., 2023; La Porta et al., 1997;

Qian & Strahan, 2007). Qian and Strahan (2007) shows that firms in countries with strong creditor protection are

muchmore able to access loanswith longermaturity and lower cost. The access to long-maturity loans under environ-

ments with better governance institutions suggests less need for costly monitoring (Diamond, 1984). Other studies

suggest that institutional quality and financial development are interlinked. For example, for a sample of 49 countries,

La Porta et al. (1997) show that countries with weaker institutions have a relatively less developed financial system to

support corporate financing. In addition, Acemoglu et al. (2003) show that better institutions could serve as a substi-

tute for financial development. They support their conclusion by demonstrating that although financial development

is associated with value creation, this relationship disappears after controlling for the quality of institutions.

Based on the foregoing discussions, we expect the benefit of credit information sharing to be less pronounced in

environments where the institutions provide better protection for creditors. Our expectation is consistent with the

finding in Djankov et al. (2007) that shows that while credit information sharing is associated with increased credit

availability, the effect is stronger in countries with weaker protection for creditors. Accordingly, we formulate our

second hypothesis as follows:

Hypothesis 2: The negative relationship between credit information sharing and cost of debt is moderated by

institutional quality.

3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

We gather data from several sources including World Bank (2021a) Doing Business, World Bank (2021b) World

Development Indicators,World Bank (2021c)World Governance Indicators and COMPUSTATGlobal to test the rela-

tionship between credit information sharing and cost of debt. In this section, we discuss the data sources and the

empirical implementation of the hypotheses.

3.1 Data and measurement of key variables

Weobtain firm-level financial data covering all developing countries from the COMPUSTATGlobal database over the

period 2004 to 2019.We exclude all firmswith standard industry classification (SIC) codes ranging from6000 to 6999
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6 FOSU ET AL.

(financial firms) and from4900 to4999 (utility firms) as theyareheavily regulated.Weretain all firmswithnon-missing

values on key variables. We merge the resulting sample with data on credit information sharing from World Bank

(2021a)DoingBusiness database,macroeconomic data fromWorldBank (2021b)WorldDevelopment Indicators, and

governance data fromWorld Bank (2021c)Worldwide Governance Indicators. This leaves us with an initial sample of

8635 unique firms form 37 countries. We require all firms to have at least two consecutive observations on the key

variables and each country to have at least 15 firm-year observations. This leaves a final sample of 7269 unique firms

from 28 developing countries over the period 2004 to 2019. Our sample begins from 2004 because the data on credit

information sharing starts in 2004.

3.1.1 Cost of debt

We follow the extant literature (Bliss & Gul, 2012; Chui et al., 2016; Francis et al., 2005; Fungáčová et al., 2017) and

measure cost of debt (CoD) as the ratio of contemporaneous interest expense to average total debt,where the average

is over the current (year t) and the previous year’s (year t-1) debt. Specifically, we have:

CoD =
Interest expense

0.5 × Debtt + 0.5 × Debtt−1
(1)

This measure of cost of debt represents the implicit interest rate paid by firms on their debt. This measure is more

appropriate for assessing the overall link between credit information sharing and a firm’s borrowing cost due to its

ability to capture debt capital obtained from banks as well as from other private and public sources. Studies relying on

only loan-level data frombanks arguably present a partial viewof firms’ cost of debt (e.g., Chui et al., 2016). Tomitigate

the effect of extreme outliers, we followWang et al. (2020) andwinsorize this variable at the top and bottom 5%.

Due to the significant variation in inflation among the sample countries, we follow Chui et al. (2016) and adjust the

cost of debt variable (CoD) for inflation (π) to obtain real cost of debt (RCoD) as follows as:

RCoD =

[
1 + CoD

1 + 0.5 × 𝜋t + 0.5 × 𝜋t−1

]
− 1, (2)

Consequently, we use the real cost debt as our main measure of cost of debt and the nominal measure of cost of

debt for robustness checks.

3.1.2 Credit information sharing

We relate ourmeasures of cost of debt to credit information sharing and control for awide array of firm- and country-

level features. The World Bank (2021a) Doing Business database compiles data on the extent and type of credit

information on borrowers that financial and non-financial institutions collect and share. We adopt the introduction

of private credit bureau (credit bureau introduction) as our measure of credit information sharing. In a later analysis

for robustness, we also consider the introduction of credit registry as an alternative proxy for improvement in credit

information sharing. We do not use other measures, such as the depth of credit information sharing or the coverage

of credit bureaus, due to the endogenous nature of these variables, especially when considered together with some

general improvements in institutional quality.

3.1.3 National institutional quality and control variables

We also relate our analysis to country-level institutional quality. We follow the existing studies (Tong & Wei, 2011)

and measure institutional quality as the simple average of six institutional features of each country, namely, voice and
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FOSU ET AL. 7

accountability, political stability and absence of violence/terrorism, government effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule

of law, and control of corruption. A firm is deemed to have a low level of, or weak, institutional quality when the

institutional quality index is below themedian country.

Further, we control for other salient firm-level features that could affect cost of debt. Consistent with previous

studies (e.g., Bardos et al., 2021; Bauwhede et al., 2015; Chui et al., 2016; Fungáčová et al., 2017), we include the size

of the firm (Firm Size), measured as the natural logarithmof the firm’s assets. Large firms have lower risk of failure (e.g.,

Berger & Udell, 1995). They may also be older and, thus, have a longer history to meet the disclosure requirement,

making them less opaque (Bonaccorsi di Patti & Dell’Ariccia, 2004; Bonini et al., 2016). We also control for the pro-

portion of a firm’s tangible assets to total assets (Tangibility) because firms with a higher degree of tangible assets are

more transparent (Bonaccorsi di Patti &Dell’Ariccia, 2004) andmore able tomeet collateral requirements and, conse-

quently, have better access to external finance (Fungáčová et al., 2017). Next, we include the firm’s liquid assets and

cash. Firmswith a larger cash balance and thosewith high liquidity aremore likely tomeet day-to-day financial obliga-

tions and are perceived to bemore financially stable. Therefore, these firms are expected to have a lower cost of debt.

Wemeasure Liquidity as the proportion of the firm’s current assets less stock scaled by current liabilities.Wemeasure

Cash as the ratio of the balance of cash to total assets.More profitable firms are perceived to bemore efficient and are,

therefore, expected to have lower cost of debt. We control for profitability, measured as the ratio of pre-tax profit to

total assets (Profitability).

Finally, we control for industry concentration based on the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI), the sum of the

squaredmarket shares (by assets) at the three-digit industry standard classification level. At the country level, we also

include gross domestic product (GDPper capita) and inflation to control formacro-level differences that can influence

cost of debt. Appendix A contains detailed definitions of all variables used in the study.

3.2 Empirical methods

We investigate the relationship between credit information sharing and cost of debt by estimating a series of panel

fixedeffectmodelswith several control variables.We takeadvantageof the timeandcross-sectional dimensionsof our

data tominimize endogeneity problems arising from the omission of time invariant unobservable firm characteristics.

We specify the following baseline equation:

Cost of Debtijt =∝ +𝛽 Credit Bureau introductionjt +
n∑

k = 1

∅kXkijt + 𝜆t + 𝜂i + 𝜀ijt (3)

where Credit Bureau introduction is an indicator variable with a value of one for countries in the years after the intro-

duction of an operational credit bureau (i.e., where the coverage of the credit bureau as a proportion of the adult

population is strictly positive), and zero for the prior years and for countries that either never introduced or always

had a credit bureau throughout the sample period. Our definition of credit bureau (CB) introduction and empirical

approach is in line with Ayyagari et al. (2021). In Equation (3), X is a set of firm-, industry- and country-level control

variables discussed in Section 3.1; λ is year fixed-effect; η represents firm fixed-effect; ε is an error term assumed to

be independent and identically distributed with mean zero and variance 𝜎2𝜐 . The inclusion of firm fixed-effect controls

for potential omitted variable bias while the year fixed-effect controls for time invariant factors at the country level. A

negative and statistically significant value of βwill be consistent with our primary hypothesis, H1.

While we address potential endogeneity arising from omitted variables through the inclusion of year fixed-effect

(λ) and firm fixed-effect (η), we take a step further to address the potentially endogenous nature of the decision to

introduce a credit bureau. Specifically, we match countries that introduced a credit bureau (taken as the treatment

group)with those that either never introduced or always had a credit bureau during the sample period (taken together

as a control group) and re-estimate our regressions based on the matched sample. We match these countries on the

pre-adoption three-year average measures of GDP per capita, real GDP growth and regulatory quality as in Ayyagari
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8 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 1 Summary statistics.

Mean

Standard

deviation 25th percentile 50th percentile 75th percentile Observations

Real mean cost of debt 0.24 0.46 0.04 0.09 0.22 47,908

Nominal mean cost of debt 0.31 0.49 0.09 0.15 0.29 46,688

Firm size 8.71 2.33 7.30 8.42 9.74 47,908

Tangibility 0.37 0.22 0.20 0.36 0.53 47,908

Liquidity 1.06 0.97 0.52 0.82 1.24 47,908

Cash 0.08 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.12 47,908

Profitability 0.02 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.06 47,908

HHI 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 47,908

Credit bureau introduction 0.38 0.49 0.00 0.00 1.00 47,908

GDP growth (annual %) 6.19 2.57 5.01 6.75 7.66 47,908

Institutional quality −0.34 0.26 −0.46 −0.32 −0.20 47,908

Financial development 0.86 0.50 0.49 0.52 1.40 47,908

Note: This table presents the summary statistics for the full sample. Detailed definition of each variable can be found in

Table A1.

et al. (2021) basedon thepropensity scores andnearest neighbor one-to-onematchingwith replacement and common

support.We then invoke the difference-in-difference estimation previously described based on thematched sample.

We hypothesized earlier that the impact of credit information sharing on cost of debt is likely to be higher for

firms in countries with weaker institutions. To test this hypothesis (H2), we modify our baseline equation to include

a relevant interaction term, as follows:

Cost of debtijt = ∝ +𝛽 Credit Bureau introductionjt +
(
𝜃 + 𝜑 Credit Bureau introductionjt

)
× Low institutional qualityjt

+

n∑
k = 1

∅kXkijt + 𝜆t + 𝜂i + 𝜀ijt (4)

To support H2, we expect the coefficient on the interaction term between credit bureau introduction and Low

institutional quality (φ) to be negative and significant.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 1 displays the descriptive statistics. The average real (nominal) cost of debt for a firm in our sample is 24% (31%).

There is a substantial variation in the real (nominal) cost of debt as the standard deviation of 46% (49%) suggests. The

credit bureau introduction ranges from zero to one, with an average value of 0.38. The average financial development

score is 0.86and the average institutional quality value is−0.34,which suggests that the average country in our sample

is below theworld average for institutional quality. The average firmhas a size of 8.71, asset tangibility of 0.37, liquidity

of 1.06, cash of 0.08, and profitability of 0.02.

Table 2 highlights some key observations across our sample countries. Cost of debt is highest in Ghana (52%), Viet-

nam (47%), Malawi (43%), Bangladesh (42%), Egypt (42%), Namibia (42%), and Zambia (42%). Vietnam introduced
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FOSU ET AL. 9

TABLE 2 Descriptive statistics of key variables at the national level.

Nominal cost

of debt

Cost of debt

differential

Credit bureau

introduced?

Institutional

quality

Firm-year

observations

No. of

firms

BANGLADESH 0.42 0.14 No* −0.83 467 103

BOTSWANA 0.19 −2.05 No 0.65 57 9

CHINA 0.27 −0.08 No* −0.46 14846 2474

COLOMBIA 0.19 −0.09 No −0.27 241 28

COTE

D’IVOIRE

0.06 0.00 Yes (2016) −0.99 17 3

EGYPT, ARAB

REP.

0.42 0.16 Yes (2008) −0.80 268 53

GHANA 0.52 −0.11 Yes (2010) 0.04 45 8

INDIA 0.36 0.11 Yes (2005) −0.22 16138 2363

INDONESIA 0.27 −0.10 Yes (2017) −0.27 2186 327

JAMAICA 0.19 −0.86 Yes (2014) 0.10 161 21

JORDAN 0.27 0.06 Yes (2017) −0.08 492 75

KENYA 0.25 −0.18 No −0.63 163 29

MALAWI 0.43 −0.76 Yes (2017) −0.37 18 3

MEXICO 0.14 −0.05 No −0.20 1003 103

MOROCCO 0.09 −0.01 Yes (2009) −0.29 122 19

NAMIBIA 0.42 −0.06 Yes (2008) 0.31 17 4

NIGERIA 0.46 −0.77 Yes (2010) −1.09 338 64

PAKISTAN 0.36 0.04 No −1.04 2017 258

PHILIPPINES 0.19 −0.11 No −0.40 1094 139

SOUTH

AFRICA

0.26 −0.18 No 0.27 2097 262

SRI LANKA 0.31 −0.05 No −0.25 1349 169

THAILAND 0.29 0.10 No −0.29 3447 480

TRINIDAD

AND

TOBAGO

0.18 −0.02 Yes (2005) 0.14 108 11

TUNISIA 0.22 0.26 No* −0.23 167 33

UKRAINE 0.31 −0.11 Yes (2008) −0.67 51 10

VIETNAM 0.47 0.17 Yes (2014) −0.43 877 198

ZAMBIA 0.42 1.10 Yes (2008) −0.32 23 5

ZIMBABWE 0.31 −0.18 No −1.30 99 18

Total 0.31 −0.13 0.44 −0.34 47908 7269

Note: This table presents the sample countries and indicates whether a country introduced a credit bureau. Cost of debt dif-

ferential is the difference between the latest period and earliest period cost of debt. Detailed definitions of all variables can

be found in the Appendix.

“No*” indicates that the country never introduced a credit bureau during the sample period. “No” indicates that the country

always had a credit bureau during the sample period. “Yes” indicates that the country introduced a credit bureau during the

sample period (with the year of the introduction stated in parentheses).
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10 FOSU ET AL.

operational credit bureau as late as 2014whileBangladeshnever introduced a credit bureauduring the sample period.

Further, all these countries, except Namibia, have significantly lower levels of institutional quality. Notably, out of the

28 countries in our sample, 15 introduced credit bureaus during the sample period. We also observe a drop in cost of

debt for most of the countries (see, cost of debt differentials in Table 2).

The correlation matrix in Table 3 shows that the correlation among our variables is low, with most coefficients

falling below 0.5. However, a few correlation coefficients are high. For example, the correlation between nominal

cost of debt and real cost of debt is high, but these are alternative measures of cost of debt that do not enter the

models simultaneously. There is also a high correlation between credit bureau introduction and some country-level

variables (e.g., institutional quality and financial development). There also seems to be a high correlation among the

other country-level variables (e.g., GDP growth, financial development, and institutional quality). To mitigate multi-

collinearity concerns, we run alternative models with and without these variables, and these alternative models do

not change our conclusions.

4.2 Baseline results

We report the results for the test of H1 in Table 4. The dependent variable in all the models is real cost of debt, and the

independent variable isCredit bureau (CB) introduction. InModel 1, we only control for firm and industry level variables

and firm- and year-fixed effects. Models 2–4 sequentially add country-level control variables to assess the impact of

multicollinearity since some of these variables are moderately correlated.We present the full model that controls for

firm-, industry-, and year-fixed effects in Model 5 of Table 4. Models 6 and 7 of Table 4 replicate Models 4 and 5 of

Table 4, respectively, but replace the firm-fixed effect with country-fixed effect.

As we show in Table 4, our proxy for credit information sharing (Credit bureau introduction) is negative and statisti-

cally significant at the 5% level or lower throughout the models. The introduction of credit bureau is associated with a

reduction in firms’ cost of debt by between 3.2%and 3.8%points. Given that the average firmhas a cost of debt of 24%

in real terms, this effect is economically significant (being as high as a 15.8% reduction for the average firm).3 Over-

all, our findings are consistent with H1 and imply that credit information-sharing schemes help to reduce information

asymmetry and improve access to credit.

The control variables offer some insight into the determinants of cost of credit in developing countries. First, the

coefficients of Firm Size and asset Tangibility are negative and statistically significant, which suggests that larger firms

and firms with more tangible assets are more likely to have lower cost of debt. Also, firms with more liquid assets (Liq-

uidity), a larger cash balance (Cash), and higher profitability are more likely to have lower cost of debt. Further, firms

in more concentrated industries are likely to have a higher cost of debt, possibly due to the view that these firms are

less efficient and riskier (e.g., Bolton & Scharfstein, 1990; Chevalier, 1995); however, this effect is statistically insignif-

icant for the models controlling for country-fixed effect. Concerning the country-level variables, we find that better

institutional quality and financial development are associated with a lower cost of debt.

4.3 The moderating effect of institutional quality (H2)

We present the results for the tests of our Hypotheses 2, which posits that institutional quality would moderate the

negative relationship between cost of debt and credit information sharing, in Table 5. InModel 1 of Table 5,we interact

Credit bureau (CB) introductionwith an indicator variable for low level of institutional quality (Low Institutional Quality).

The coefficients on Credit bureau introduction are negative but statistically insignificant; however, the coefficients

on the interaction term between Credit bureau introduction and Low Institutional Quality are negative and statistically

3 The reduction in cost of debt is expressed as a percentage of the average cost of debt.
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12 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 4 Credit information and cost of credit.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Credit bureau

introduction

−0.032** −0.035** −0.033** −0.038** −0.038** −0.036** −0.033**

(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.017)

Firm size −0.047*** −0.046*** −0.046*** −0.043*** −0.043*** −0.032*** −0.032***

(0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.002)

Tangibility −0.250*** −0.254*** −0.257*** −0.280*** −0.280*** −0.463*** −0.437***

(0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.032) (0.019) (0.020)

Liquidity −0.012** −0.012** −0.012** −0.013*** −0.013*** −0.030*** −0.026***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)

Cash −0.095* −0.095* −0.096* −0.088 −0.085 −0.058 −0.045

(0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.047) (0.047)

Profitability −0.103** −0.109*** −0.106*** −0.103** −0.102** 0.026 0.017

(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.040) (0.041) (0.038) (0.039)

HHI 0.459** 0.449** 0.453** 0.444** 0.444** −0.007 −0.030

(0.220) (0.220) (0.219) (0.218) (0.219) (0.076) (0.083)

GDP growth 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Institutional quality −0.097** −0.006 −0.005 −0.121*** −0.121***

(0.043) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.043)

Financial development −0.280*** −0.282*** −0.280*** −0.290***

(0.038) (0.038) (0.036) (0.036)

Constant 0.774*** 0.723*** 0.692*** 0.980*** 0.982*** 0.938*** 0.925***

(0.051) (0.052) (0.053) (0.062) (0.062) (0.049) (0.049)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Country FE No No No No No Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No No No No Yes No Yes

Observations 47,908 47,908 47,908 47,908 47,839 47,908 47,839

Adj. R2 0.421 0.422 0.422 0.423 0.421 0.067 0.086

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix.

Standard errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate

significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

significant at the 1% level. This implies that the average firm in a country with a low level of institutional quality

will experience a drop of 6.5% points in its cost of debt following the introduction of credit bureau in its country of

domicile. This effect falls to 2.5% points for a similar firm in a country with a high level of institutional quality. This

finding suggests that information-sharing schemes deliver the greatest benefits in environments of low institutional

quality where institutional voids may heighten information asymmetry and moral hazard problems. Thus, better

institutional governance and credit information-sharing schemes seem to be close (but not perfect) substitutes.
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FOSU ET AL. 13

TABLE 5 Credit information sharing and cost of debt—moderating effect of institutional quality.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Credit bureau (CB) introduction −0.025 −0.023 −0.016 −0.008 −0.030* −0.046*** −0.023

(0.015) (0.016) (0.024) (0.018) (0.015) (0.017) (0.018)

CB introduction× Low Institutional

Quality

−0.040***

(0.013)

CB introduction× LowRegulatory

Quality

−0.034**

(0.014)

CB introduction× LowRule of Law −0.034

(0.025)

CB introduction× LowControl of

Corruption

−0.048***

(0.014)

CB introduction× LowVoice and

Accountability

−0.027

(0.039)

CB introduction× Low Political

Stability and Absence of Violence

0.026

(0.017)

CB introduction× LowGovernment

Effectiveness

−0.021*

(0.012)

Firm size −0.043*** −0.043*** −0.043*** −0.042*** −0.043*** −0.043*** −0.043***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Tangibility −0.278*** −0.279*** −0.279*** −0.277*** −0.281*** −0.280*** −0.280***

(0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.032) (0.031) (0.031) (0.032)

Liquidity −0.013*** −0.014*** −0.013*** −0.014*** −0.013*** −0.013*** −0.013***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Cash −0.083 −0.082 −0.083 −0.076 −0.088 −0.086 −0.085

(0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057)

Profitability −0.104** −0.105*** −0.103** −0.106*** −0.101** −0.100** −0.103**

(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041)

HHI 0.450** 0.442** 0.445** 0.445** 0.443** 0.447** 0.442**

(0.217) (0.218) (0.218) (0.218) (0.219) (0.219) (0.219)

GDP growth 0.002 0.003** 0.003* 0.003* 0.003 0.002 0.002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Financial development −0.266*** −0.263*** −0.263*** −0.231*** −0.284*** −0.295*** −0.263***

(0.037) (0.037) (0.037) (0.039) (0.037) (0.038) (0.038)

Low institutional quality 0.028***

(0.008)

Low regulatory quality 0.010

(0.009)

Low rule of law 0.031***

(0.010)

Low control of corruption −0.009

(0.011)

Low voice and accountability −0.062**

(0.027)

(Continues)
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14 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 5 (Continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Low political stability and absence

of violence

0.000

(0.013)

Low government effectiveness 0.009

(0.009)

Constant 0.958*** 0.960*** 0.941*** 0.933*** 1.013*** 0.994*** 0.961***

(0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.060) (0.060) (0.059) (0.060)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 47,839 47,839 47,839 47,839 47,839 47,839 47,839

Adj. R2 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.421

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix. Standard
errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and
1%, respectively.

Collectively, our results presented in this subsection are in line with Djankov et al. (2007) who show that while credit

information sharing is associated with increased credit availability, the effect is stronger in countries with weaker

protection for creditors.

InModels 2–7 of Table 5, we take a closer look at our results in the hope to provide deeper insight into the specific

institutional arrangements that may substitute for credit information-sharing schemes. As noted earlier, our measure

of institutional quality is a composite measure derived as the simple average of six different institutional variables.

The variables are voice and accountability, political stability and absence of violence, government effectiveness, rule

of law, regulatory quality, and control of corruption.Wepresent results that replace the indicator variable for low level

of the composite institutional qualitymeasurewith a similar indicator variable for the individual component variables.

Since the individual variables are highly correlated, we do not include all the six variables in a single regression. The

results show that the moderating impact of institutional quality that we reported earlier is driven by only three of

the component variables—(1) regulatory quality, (2) control of corruption, and (3) government effectiveness. It seems

that these three variables can shape information asymmetry and moral hazards to alter lending decisions and can

ultimately affect cost of debt even in the absence of credit information-sharing schemes.

4.4 Further analysis

4.4.1 The effect of firm-level information asymmetry

While we document that the introduction of credit bureau reduces firms’ cost of debt especially for countries with

lower institutional quality, we need to consider the potential effect of firm-level heterogeneity. We address this issue

by looking at the potentialmoderating role of firm-level information asymmetry. The role played by firm-level informa-

tion asymmetry (or opacity) in alleviating financial constraints iswell documented in the literature stream. Information

asymmetry reflects the amount of effort banks need to exert to assess or verify a borrowing firms’ credit worthiness

(Bonaccorsi di Patti & Dell’Ariccia, 2004; Boot & Schmeits, 2000). At the same time, information asymmetry exacer-

bates the conflict of interest between shareholders and creditors (Fosu et al., 2016; Liao et al., 2009). Consequently,

opaque (i.e., less transparent) firms are perceived as riskier as their quality and risk choices cannot be easily and readily

determined.
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FOSU ET AL. 15

Further, monitoring may not work as an effective tool to discipline high information asymmetry (less transparent)

firms as the quality of their assets andoperations cannot be effectively observed. The empirical literature supports the

view that less transparent (opaque) firms are riskier (Beck et al., 2008; Bushman &Williams, 2012; Fosu et al., 2017;

Kroszner et al., 2007; Nier, 2005; Nier & Baumann, 2006). For instance, Kroszner et al. (2007) show that firms with

opaque assets experience a larger decline in growth relative to their less-opaque counterparts during a crisis. Conse-

quently, opaque firms tend to have higher financing costs relative to their less-opaque counterparts (Duffie & Lando,

2001; Lu et al., 2010). Hence, we conjecture that the benefit of credit information sharing should be larger for opaque

firms. We test this conjecture by interacting Credit bureau introductionwith an indicator variable for less-transparent

firms (Less Transparent),which takes a value of one where a firm level of transparency is below the median firm’s level,

and zerootherwise.Wemeasure a firm’s level of transparency (as an inversemeasureof information asymmetry) using

the principal component factor of asset Tangibility, Firm Age, and Firm Size.Wepresent these results in Table 6.

InModel 1 of Table 6, the coefficient on the interaction termofCredit bureau introductionwith Less Transparent firms

dummy variable is negative and significant. The findings support our conjecture that the reductions in cost of debt fol-

lowing the introduction of credit bureau is greater (lower) for less (more) transparent firms. That is, firms with higher

(lower) levels of information asymmetry appear to benefitmore from credit information-sharing schemes. Further, we

explore themoderation effect of the disaggregated components of our measure of firm-level transparency to identify

the crucial factors driving the results. Specifically, we interact Credit bureau introduction with Small Firms, Young Firms

and Low Tangibility dummy variables (which takes a value of one for firms whose total assets, age and proportion of

tangible assets, respectively, are below themedian firm’s and zero otherwise). The results are presented inModels 2–

4 of Table 6. The coefficients on Credit Bureau introduction and the interaction terms with Small Firms and Young Firms

(Models 2 and 3) remain negative, the impact on cost of debt is statistically significant only through the interaction

terms. Whilst the coefficient on Credit Bureau introduction remains significantly negative, the coefficient on the inter-

action termwith Low Tangibility is surprisingly significantly positive. Overall, the results essentially indicates that small

firm and young firms experience 5.8% and 5.4% point additional reduction in cost of debt respectively following the

introduction of credit bureaus, whilst firmswith lower level of tangible assets experience relatively higher cost of debt

comparedwith other firms.

4.4.2 Credit information sharing and credit demand

So far, our analysis indicates that firms experience a significant reduction in their cost of debt following an introduction

of credit bureau in the countries within which they operate. It is plausible that that the reduction in the cost of debt

and/or any associated increase in credit supply (due to information sharing) will lead to an increase in the volume and

term structure (i.e., maturity) of loans extended to the firms. We test this conjecture by replacing cost of debt with

firm-level financial leverage (the ratio of total debt to total assets) and the debt maturity (the ratio of long-term debt

to total debts).Wepresent the results in Table 7.Model 1 (the leverage regression) shows that the coefficient onCredit

bureau introduction is positive but statistically insignificant. InModel 2 (the debtmaturity regression) the coefficient on

Credit bureau introduction is positive and statistically significant. These results suggest that although firms indeveloping

countries that introduce credit bureau systems do not experience an increase in their leverage ratios, they seem to

have a 2.3% point increase in thematurity of their loans (i.e., the proportion of their long-term debt to total debt).

4.5 Robustness tests

4.5.1 Alternative dependent variable and subsample analysis

Weexecute further tests to ensure robustness of our key findings. The prior analyses are based on the real cost of debt

which directly adjusts our nominal cost of debt variable for inflation, and hence, does not include the inflation variable
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16 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 6 Credit information and cost of credit—firm level heterogeneity.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Real cost of

debt

Real cost of

debt

Real cost of

debt

Real cost of

debt

Credit bureau (CB) introduction 0.001 −0.020 −0.009 −0.062***

(0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.016)

CB introduction× Less Transparent −0.069***

(0.015)

CB introduction× Small Firm −0.058***

(0.018)

CB introduction× Young Firm −0.054***

(0.015)

CB introduction× Low Tangibility 0.052***

(0.016)

Firm size −0.042*** −0.037*** −0.042*** −0.043***

(0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005)

Tangibility −0.279*** −0.282*** −0.279*** −0.244***

(0.031) (0.032) (0.031) (0.036)

Liquidity −0.013*** −0.013*** −0.013*** −0.013***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Cash −0.082 −0.083 −0.083 −0.081

(0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057)

Profitability −0.103** −0.102** −0.103** −0.103**

(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.041)

HHI 0.445** 0.424* 0.444** 0.446**

(0.220) (0.219) (0.220) (0.220)

GDP growth 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Institutional quality −0.022 −0.005 −0.019 −0.005

(0.043) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044)

Financial development −0.231*** −0.265*** −0.248*** −0.274***

(0.039) (0.038) (0.039) (0.038)

Less transparent 0.053***

(0.013)

Small firm 0.018

(0.011)

Young firm 0.021*

(0.011)

Low tangibility −0.000

(0.012)

(Continues)
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FOSU ET AL. 17

TABLE 6 (Continued)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Real cost of

debt

Real cost of

debt

Real cost of

debt

Real cost of

debt

Constant 0.920*** 0.897*** 0.935*** 0.965***

(0.063) (0.065) (0.063) (0.063)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Observations 47,839 47,839 47,839 47,839

Adj. R2 0.421 0.421 0.421 0.421

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix.

Standard errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate

significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

as a regressor. Further, our main analysis has so far included countries that have had credit bureaus throughout the

sample period as part of the control group in our empirical set-up. In this section, we conduct additional analysis to

assess the robustnessof our results by first replacing thedependent variablewith thenominal cost of debt, and second,

by excluding the countries that had credit bureaus throughout the sample period. We conduct further analysis of the

baseline results based on a propensity scorematched sample.

Table 8 presents the results of the set of regressions with nominal cost of debt as the dependent variable. Model 1

presents the results for thebaselinemodel, andModels2and3present the results that include the interaction termsof

Credit bureau introductionwith dummy variables for low institutional quality and less transparent firms. The coefficient

on Credit bureau introduction remains negative and significant in Model 1, which confirms our baseline results that

suggest that the introduction of credit bureaus leads to a reduction in the cost of debt. Also, the sign and significance

of the coefficient on the interaction terms inModels 2 and 3 are consistentwith our earlier results, which confirms our

conjecture that firms in countries with low institutional quality and less transparent firms have greater benefits from

the introduction of credit bureaus.

We report the baseline results that exclude countries that had credit bureau throughout the sample period in

Table 9. Therefore, in this analysis, countries that introduced credit bureaus during our sample period were strictly

compared with those countries that never had credit bureaus. While this analysis has a relatively smaller sample, it

offers a cleaner test of the effect of credit information sharing on corporate cost of debt, since those countries that

had credit bureaus in place before our sample start date were excluded. The results we report in Table 9 are similar to

our baseline results in Table 4, except that the coefficients are larger in Table 9. This indicates that while our results

are robust, the original analysis biases our estimates downward, hence, our conclusions are based on conservative

estimates of the benefits of introducing credit bureaus.

Additionally, we conduct an analysis that utilizes control firms in similar countries that did not introduce credit

bureaus during our sample period. This analysis involves a difference-in-difference estimation based on a (country-

level) propensity scorematched sample, andwe report the findings in Table 10.Wematched the sample countries that

introduced credit bureaus to control countries based on propensity scores,4 and we use one-to-one nearest neighbor

matching with replacement and common support. Overall, the results based on the matched sample are qualitatively

similar to the results based on the unmatched (full) sample. The introduction of bureaus is associatedwith a 4.4%point

4 We assess the balancing properties between the countries that introduced a credit bureau and those that did not introduce a credit bureau by using the

standardized difference in means and the ratios of the variance of the propensity scores between the two groups.
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18 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 7 The effect of credit information sharing on leverage and debt maturity.

(1) (2)

Leverage Debtmaturity

Credit bureau (CB) introduction 0.022 0.023**

(0.024) (0.010)

Firm size −0.012 0.056***

(0.009) (0.005)

Tangibility 0.160*** 0.117***

(0.032) (0.020)

Liquidity −0.014*** 0.039***

(0.002) (0.004)

Cash 0.009 −0.178***

(0.022) (0.032)

Profitability −0.448*** 0.110***

(0.043) (0.026)

HHI −0.111 −0.312*

(0.252) (0.164)

GDP growth −0.001 −0.001

(0.001) (0.001)

Institutional quality 0.045 0.008

(0.028) (0.026)

Financial development 0.059*** 0.121***

(0.021) (0.021)

Inflation −0.110 0.005

(0.074) (0.067)

Constant 0.218*** 0.005

(0.075) (0.053)

Firm FE Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes

Observations 47,839 46,164

Adj. R2 0.647 0.372

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on leverage and debt maturity. All variables are as described in

the Appendix. Standard errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and ***

indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

reduction in the cost of debt, and this effect is significantly higher for firms in countries withweak institutional quality

and for less transparent firms.

Our focus has so far been on credit bureaus because of their distinctive feature of facilitating the exchange of

credit among lending institutions in developing countries. Being private sector organizations, the credit bureaus tend

to be more efficiently run than the public sector-managed credit registries. This notwithstanding, we extend our

analysis to cover the introduction of credit registries for robustness purposes. We present the results in Table 11.

While the coefficients on credit registries have a negative sign, they are statistically insignificant in all the firm-fixed
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FOSU ET AL. 19

TABLE 8 Credit information sharing and nominal cost of credit.

(1) (2) (3)

Nominal

cost of debt

Nominal

cost of debt

Nominal

cost of debt

Credit bureau (CB) introduction −0.039** −0.025 0.003

(0.017) (0.016) (0.019)

CB introduction× Low Institutional

Quality

−0.044***

(0.015)

CB introduction× Less Transparent −0.074***

(0.016)

Firm size −0.047*** −0.047*** −0.047***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Tangibility −0.292*** −0.290*** −0.291***

(0.033) (0.033) (0.033)

Liquidity −0.013** −0.013** −0.012**

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Cash −0.065 −0.062 −0.062

(0.061) (0.061) (0.061)

Profitability −0.106** −0.109*** −0.107***

(0.042) (0.042) (0.041)

HHI 0.490** 0.495** 0.493**

(0.234) (0.233) (0.235)

GDP growth 0.001 0.001 0.000

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Inflation 0.622*** 0.699*** 0.561***

(0.134) (0.140) (0.133)

Institutional quality −0.025 −0.050

(0.046) (0.045)

Financial development −0.303*** −0.294*** −0.246***

(0.040) (0.038) (0.041)

Low institutional quality 0.024***

(0.008)

Less transparency 0.020*

(0.012)

Constant 1.076*** 1.061*** 1.008***

(0.066) (0.062) (0.067)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes

Observations 46,543 46,543 46,543

Adj. R2 0.430 0.430 0.430

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix. Standard
errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and
1%, respectively.
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20 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 9 Credit information and cost of credit—excluding countries that always had a credit bureau over our
sample period.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Credit bureau introduction −0.043*** −0.054*** −0.057*** −0.057*** −0.057*** −0.062*** −0.060***

(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.018) (0.017)

Firm size −0.044*** −0.042*** −0.043*** −0.038*** −0.038*** −0.031*** −0.030***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.002) (0.002)

Tangibility −0.214*** −0.229*** −0.239*** −0.264*** −0.263*** −0.471*** −0.441***

(0.034) (0.034) (0.034) (0.035) (0.035) (0.021) (0.024)

Liquidity −0.010* −0.009 −0.009 −0.010* −0.011* −0.029*** −0.026***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005)

Cash −0.028 −0.027 −0.027 −0.020 −0.016 −0.027 −0.008

(0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.064) (0.052) (0.052)

Profitability −0.130*** −0.136*** −0.126*** −0.131*** −0.129*** 0.028 0.009

(0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.048) (0.045) (0.046)

HHI 0.428* 0.406* 0.406* 0.391* 0.390* −0.019 −0.030

(0.227) (0.227) (0.224) (0.222) (0.223) (0.077) (0.085)

GDP growth 0.020*** 0.017*** 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004

(0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Institutional quality −0.456*** −0.296*** −0.294*** −0.449*** −0.439***

(0.073) (0.074) (0.074) (0.079) (0.078)

Financial development −0.367*** −0.369*** −0.362*** −0.373***

(0.049) (0.049) (0.048) (0.048)

Constant 0.744*** 0.600*** 0.477*** 0.909*** 0.912*** 0.901*** 0.884***

(0.056) (0.058) (0.060) (0.078) (0.078) (0.071) (0.071)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Country FE No No No No No Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No No No No Yes No Yes

Observations 36,341 36,341 36,341 36,341 36,291 36,341 36,291

Adj. R2 0.422 0.424 0.425 0.428 0.424 0.067 0.087

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix.

Standard errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate

significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

effect models and only marginally significant in the models that exclude the firm-fixed effects. Overall, we find mild

evidence of the introduction of credit registries resulting in reduced cost of debt in developing countries. This finding

is consistent with Martinez-Peria and Singh (2014) who report that the introduction of credit registries has no

significant effects on firm financing.
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FOSU ET AL. 21

TABLE 10 Credit information and cost of credit—matched sample.

(1) (2) (3)

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Credit bureau (CB) introduction −0.044*** −0.031** −0.008

(0.016) (0.015) (0.018)

CB introduction× Low

Institutional Quality

−0.042***

(0.014)

CB introduction× Less

Transparent

−0.063***

(0.016)

Firm size −0.044*** −0.044*** −0.043***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006)

Tangibility −0.299*** −0.298*** −0.299***

(0.033) (0.033) (0.033)

Liquidity −0.016*** −0.016*** −0.015***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Cash −0.068 −0.066 −0.066

(0.059) (0.059) (0.059)

Profitability −0.110*** −0.112*** −0.111***

(0.042) (0.042) (0.042)

HHI 0.484** 0.488** 0.484**

(0.226) (0.225) (0.228)

GDP growth 0.004** 0.004** 0.003*

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Institutional quality 0.004 −0.012

(0.057) (0.057)

Financial development −0.291*** −0.273*** −0.248***

(0.039) (0.037) (0.040)

Low institutional quality 0.032***

(0.009)

Less transparent 0.022*

(0.012)

Constant 1.016*** 0.986*** 0.958***

(0.067) (0.061) (0.068)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE Yes Yes Yes

Observations 45,179 45,179 45,179

Adj. R2 0.420 0.421 0.421

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix.

Standard errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and ***

indicate significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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22 FOSU ET AL.

TABLE 11 Credit information and cost of credit—Credit registry.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Real cost

of debt

Credit registry intro. −0.108 −0.116 −0.114 −0.135 −0.135 −0.216* −0.210*

(0.086) (0.087) (0.086) (0.085) (0.085) (0.127) (0.125)

Firm size −0.046*** −0.045*** −0.045*** −0.042*** −0.042*** −0.032*** −0.032***

(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.002)

Tangibility −0.250*** −0.255*** −0.258*** −0.280*** −0.280*** −0.464*** −0.438***

(0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.019) (0.020)

Liquidity −0.012** −0.012** −0.012** −0.013*** −0.013*** −0.030*** −0.026***

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.004) (0.004)

Cash −0.095* −0.095* −0.097* −0.089 −0.086 −0.058 −0.046

(0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.057) (0.047) (0.047)

Profitability −0.103** −0.109*** −0.106*** −0.103** −0.102** 0.027 0.017

(0.041) (0.041) (0.041) (0.040) (0.041) (0.038) (0.039)

HHI 0.441** 0.429* 0.434** 0.423* 0.423* −0.010 −0.035

(0.222) (0.222) (0.221) (0.221) (0.221) (0.077) (0.083)

GDP growth 0.007*** 0.007*** 0.002 0.002 0.001 0.001

(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Institutional quality −0.100** −0.010 −0.009 −0.123*** −0.122***

(0.043) (0.044) (0.044) (0.044) (0.043)

Financial development −0.280*** −0.281*** −0.282*** −0.293***

(0.038) (0.038) (0.036) (0.036)

Constant 0.760*** 0.708*** 0.676*** 0.963*** 0.964*** 0.935*** 0.923***

(0.050) (0.051) (0.052) (0.061) (0.061) (0.048) (0.049)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Country FE No No No No No Yes Yes

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Industry FE No No No No Yes No Yes

Observations 47,908 47,908 47,908 47,908 47,839 47,908 47,839

Adj. R2 0.421 0.421 0.422 0.423 0.421 0.068 0.087

Note: Estimation results for the effect of information sharing on cost of debt. All variables are as described in the Appendix.

Standard errors robust to heteroscedasticity and clustering at the firm level are in parentheses. *, **, and *** indicate

significance at 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

4.5.2 Additional robustness tests

Finally, we explore the causal effect of the introduction of credit bureaus on cost of debt by assessing the parallel

trends assumption underlying the difference-in-difference estimates and the implications of the staggered nature of

the timing of the introduction of credit bureaus in our sample. The parallel trends assumption suggests that the cost of

debt in the countries that introduced a credit bureau (treated group) and in the countries that did not (control groups)

would have followed a parallel path in the absence of the introduction of credit bureaus. This helps to rule out the
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F IGURE 1 Event study of credit information sharing and cost of debt. Source: Authors’ analysis of credit bureau
introduction and cost debt using Sun and Abraham (2021) interaction-weighted estimator (“eventstudyinteract”
Stata implementation).

possibility that our results are simply mimicking differential trends in the cost of debt prior to the introduction of

credit bureaus in the treated countries (see, Baker et al., 2022).

Traditionally, the parallel trend assumption has been tested using event-study style analysis (Baker et al., 2022).

However, recent advances in the econometric literature suggests that this approach could be biased in the pres-

ence of dynamic and heterogenous treatment effect (Baker et al., 2022; Borusyak et al., 2022; Callaway & Sant’Anna,

2021; Goodman-Bacon, 2021; Sun & Abraham, 2021). In particular, the average causal effect we document in a stag-

gered difference-in-difference setup could be seen as a weighted average of all possible 2 × 2 (i.e., two-group and

two-period) difference-in-difference estimate based on comparing (1) the countries that introduced a credit bureau

during the sample period to the countries that did not (treated vs. never treated), (2) the countries that introduced

a credit bureau earlier to the countries that had not yet introduced a credit bureau (early treated vs later controls),

and (3) countries that introduced a credit bureau later to the countries that had already introduced credit bureau

(later treated vs. earlier controls).5 As noted in Goodman-Bacon (2021) and Baker et al., 2022), the third group can

result in the “bad comparison” or “forbidden comparison” problem as units treated earlier serve as control units in the

difference-in-difference estimation, which can attenuate the average estimated effect when the treatment effect is

dynamic.

To address this potential attenuation problem arising from the different weights and dynamic effects associated

with staggered timing of the introduction of credit bureau in our sample, we employ the novel interaction-weighted

estimator by Sun and Abraham (2021). We estimate a difference-in-difference model accommodating relative time

and group indicators and, thus, yielding interaction-weighted cohort-specific average treatment effect (CATT).6 We

present the results of this analysis in Figure 1. Overall, our inference remains unchanged. First, the results show that

the pre-trend coefficients of the cost of debt are largely not statistically different from zero, with the only significant

point noted in the relative time 12 years away from the year of introduction of credit bureau. The insignificant pre-

5 Theweights are based the size of each cohort and the treatment variance.

6 Weuse Sun andAbraham’s (2021) Stata package (“eventstudyinteract”), with only never-treated units serving as effective controls. Our choice of the length

of post-treatment relative periods is based on the belief that the introduction of credit a bureau is likely to have the largest impact at the time that the system

is introduced and perhaps an additional marginal impact in the later post-treatment years; hence, extending the length of the post-treatment relative period

beyond 5 years may end up picking other unobserved factors. Further, the use of never treated units as effective controls in this regard mitigates potential

under-identification problems (Borusyak et al., 2022). These notwithstanding, our inference remains whenwe include all post-treatment relative periods.
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trend coefficients in Figure 1 suggest that the parallel trends assumption holds. Next, the results show that the cost

of credit declines sharply after the introduction of the credit bureau, and this decline continues through to the fourth

year afterwards and almost flattens out the following year.

5 CONCLUSION

We rely on a large dataset of over 47,000 firm-years from 28 developing countries to examine the impact of credit

information-sharing schemes on firms’ cost of debt, with a particular focus on the introduction of credit bureaus in

developing countries. Due to reduced information asymmetry and lowermoral hazard problems that could result from

the implementation of credit information-sharing schemes, firms in developing countries (a context that faces acute

financial constraints) are likely to benefit from a lower cost of debt. We find robust empirical evidence in support of

this hypothesis. In particular, the introduction of credit bureau in a country is associated with a reduction in firms’ cost

of debt bybetween3.2%and3.8%points. Given that the average firmhas a cost of debt of 24% in real terms, this effect

is economically significant, that represents a 13.3%−15.8% reduction in the cost of debt for the average firm.

We also find that the benefits of reduced cost of debt resulting from credit information-sharing schemes are

significantly higher in countries with lower institutional quality and for less transparent firms. These results pro-

vide evidence to suggest that reductions in information asymmetry is potentially a major channel through which

credit information sharing impacts corporate cost of debt. Overall, our key analysis leads us to conclude that firms

in developing countries indeed enjoy a lower cost of debt when they are domiciled in countries that have function-

ing credit information-sharing schemes, especiallywhen their countries are characterized by poor institutional quality

(particularly, government effectiveness, lower regulatory quality, and high corruption).

Our work has implications for both corporate and national policy formulation. First, firms and countries seeking

growth can mitigate financial constraints by instituting schemes that encourage lenders to share information about

their borrowers among themselves. That is, to the extent that sharing borrower information reduces information

asymmetry problems in credit markets, firms and countries can cut the cost of debt and enhance access to credit.

Second, policymakers in countries that have strong governance institutions may not reap huge benefits from credit

information-sharing schemes, since these schemes seem to be close (but not perfect) substitutes for institutional

quality.

Despite making important contributions to the literature stream, our study is not exempt from the limitations that

confront most studies based on archival data. It is possible that our empirical constructs and variables are measured

with error. Therefore, our results and conclusions should be interpreted with caution. Future studies can utilize other

research approaches including interviews and surveys to validate our findings.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1 Definition of variables

Variable Definition

Cost of debt The ratio of contemporaneous interest expense to average total debt, where the average is

over the current (year t) and the previous year’s (year t-1) debt.

Real cost of debt Cost of debt adjusted for inflation.

Firm size The natural logarithm of the firm’s assets.

Tangibility The proportion of a firm’s tangible assets to total assets.

Liquidity The proportion of a firm’s current assets less stock scaled by current liabilities.

Cash The ratio of the balance of cash to total assets.

Profitability The ratio of pre-tax profit to total assets.

Leverage The ratio of total debt to total assets.

Debt maturity The ratio of long-term debt to total debt.

Young firm A dummy variable equal to one for a firmwhose age is below themedian firm’s age (where

age is proxied by the number of years since a firm’s initial public offering [IPO] year, or

years since a firm’s first appearance in Compustat Global database if IPO year is missing).

Less transparent A dummy variable equal to one for a firmwhose transparency level is below themedian

firm’s level and zero otherwise (where transparency is proxied by the principal component

factor of asset Tangibility, Firm Age and Firm Size).

Herfindahl–Hirschman

index (HHI)

The sum of the squaredmarket shares (by assets) at the 3-digit industry standard

classification level

Coverage of information The proportion of the adult population covered by public credit registries and private

bureaus

Ln(GDP per capita) The logarithm of Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita.

Inflation Annual changes in the consumer price index.

Financial development The ratio of domestic credit to private sector to GDP

Institutional quality The simple average of six institutional features of each country: namely, voice of

accountability, political stability and absence of violence/terrorism, government

effectiveness, regulatory quality, rule of law, and control of corruption.

Voice and accountability “The extent to which a country’s citizens are able to participate in selecting their

government, as well as freedom of expression, freedom of association, and a freemedia”

(Kaufmann et al., 2011, p. 223).

Political stability and

absence of violence

“The likelihood that the government will be destabilized by unconstitutional or violent

means, including terrorism” (Kaufmann et al. 2011, p. 223).

(Continues)
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TABLE A1 (Continued)

Variable Definition

Government effectiveness “The quality of public services, the capacity of the civil service and its independence from

political pressures; and the quality of policy formulation” (Kaufmann et al. 2011, p. 223).

Regulatory quality “The ability of the government to provide sound policies and regulations that enable and

promote private sector development” (Kaufmann et al. 2011, p. 223).

Rule of law “The extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules of society, including

the quality of contract enforcement and property rights, the police, and the courts, as well

as the likelihood of crime and violence” (Kaufmann et al. 2011, p. 223).

Control of corruption “The extent to which public power is exercised for private gain, including both petty and

grand forms of corruption, as well as ‘capture’ of the state by elites and private interests”

(Kaufmann et al. 2011, p. 223).
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